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Letter From the Editors

 “Fast fashion” is a recently coined term used to describe inexpensive clothing that 
is mass-produced in factories, typically located in developing countries. Generally, clothing 
that fits this category is inspired by haute couture and recent trends, so the demand for these 
items is high, but short-lived. Unlike other forms of fashion, the purpose of “fast-fashion” is 
speed and affordability. Fortunately, the true cost behind “fast-fashion” is gradually surfacing 
in the media, but awareness is drawn more towards the environmental drawbacks (which are 
equally alarming), but not surprisingly, the effect of women is less prominent in the media.
 According to Labour Behind the Label, 80% of garment workers are women between 
the ages of 18 and 35. While many girls in the United States spend weekends shopping and 
browsing the latest trends at stores like H&M, Forever 21, and Romwe, young women in 
Bangladesh are struggling to maintain an income while working for the “fast fashion” 
industry. Most earn little over 5,000 takas (which equates to roughly 97 USD) per month, 
which is nearly impossible to live off of.
 Working conditions aren’t stellar, either; safety procedures aren’t enforced among 
factory managers, which leads to a buildup of mechanical and structural problems. In 2013, 
a Cambodian garment factory within the Rana Plaza collapsed, killing 1,134 people--over 
half of them were women. Behind this incident is a plethora of concerning safety threats 
and violations, such as cracks in the building’s foundation and an overuse of substandard 
construction material.
 The painful irony behind the “fast fashion” industry is that women--the top 
consumers of such garments--are expected in low-wage production positions but are largely 
underrepresented in higher positions in most “fast fashion” settings.
 The bottom line is that certain fashion corporations exploiting cheap labor from 
women in developing countries have a suppressed dark side that the flash and glamour of 
“fast fashion” advertisements fail to address, as it will rightfully associate their name with 
labor exploitation. So, before you buy into the spring markdown deals at stores like Topshop 
and Zara, check out thrift stores and local designers. Consume consciously, and buy locally!

Photographer: 
Parker Thompson

Dear Readers,

 Once again, SOA’s staple Fashion Show and 
Fashion Design Senior Thesis are here, meaning it’s time 
for Applause’s annual fashion issue! Our staff made sure to 
include the finest fashion-related content, as well as plenty 
of coverage on our own designers and models.
 To supplement and showcase our designers’ talent, 
turn to pages 8 through 10 for exclusive interviews with the 
fashion design majors themselves, followed by interviews 
with select models on pages 10 and 17. Page 7 features a 
firsthand account of one such model (and Applause staff 
writer), Arden Dodge, and her time modeling at New York 
Fashion Week. Be sure to check out this issue’s “Where Were 
They Then?” column featuring Mrs. Marie Nichols, creator 
of the fashion design major. Page 6 features a heartfelt look 
at the late Karl Lagerfield’s legacy on the fashion industry 
as a whole. If you’re curious about SOA’s own sense of style, 
flip to the centerfold for a showcase of SOA fashion off the runway. And don’t miss this 
issue’s Sass Attack on page 20, wherein this year’s Oscars get a fashion check.
 As always, thank you to our loyal readers and generous patrons. Applause wishes 
all our friends in fashion design the best of luck!

 Love, 
 Your Editors
 Maya Cline, M. B. McConnell, and Tes Smoak

Loulou Hranowsky
Elle Hueske

Adam Krasnoff
Roey Leonardi
Christina Lewis
Chassee Palmer

Liv Provosty
Jayla Sanders

Luke Shaw
Zachary Shirley
Carson Stehling

Cover Artist: 
Jaden Brown

Editorial: “Fast Fashion” Gives Fashion a Bad Name

Name a more iconic trio.
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 Across Charleston County, the spring athletic season is in full swing. 
Because SOA has no varsity or junior varsity sports teams, interested students 
are encouraged to try out and play for their home school’s teams. Applause 
checked in with some of these athletes to learn more about the sports they 
play and their goals for the season. 
 Sophomore Lilli Sustaita runs track for R. B. Stall High School. 
Although she’s only been on Stall’s team for one year, she’s been running 
since fifth grade. Lilli typically runs the 400 meter and the 800 meter dashes 
and their relays. She also runs hurdles. This season, Lilli would like to run a 
personal record in every event. Sophomore Hannah Bendure also plays for 
R. B. Stall High School—in fact, 2019 marks her fourth year playing softball 
for their team. She’s been playing since she was around six years old, and 
usually plays middle infield or center field. This season, Hannah wants to 
improve on her left hand batting. 

 Senior Hannah Culler plays softball, 
although she can typically be found pitching 
and catching. Hannah has been playing for 
five years, and has been playing at North 
Charleston High School for two years. 
Because North Charleston High is a Title 
1 school with limited funding, she hopes 
to help her team raise enough money to 
purchase better gear this season, as well as 
see her team “have a better win streak than 
last year.” 
 Soccer is a popular sport here at SOA. 
Freshman Olivia Sisson and sophomore 
Kelsey Thorvalson play soccer for 
West Ashley High School. Olivia has been 
playing since she was four years old, and 
first started playing for West Ashley when 
she made Junior Varsity in the seventh 

grade. She typically plays center midfield, and because this is her first year 
on the varsity team, she wants to “earn 
the respect of the older girls.” Kelsey has 
also been playing soccer since she was 
young, starting around ten years ago. 
She’s been playing center defense for 
West Ashley for three years, and her goal 
for the season is to “not lose.” Junior 
Wren Hoertdoerfer can be found 
playing defense or outside midfield 
for James Island Charter High School. 
Wren has been playing for James Island 
since her freshman year, but has been 
playing soccer since she was nine. This 
season, she wants to do well in playoffs 
and “beat Wando!”
 It looks like these girls are going to be tough to beat this season. 
Applause wishes all of SOA’s athletes success!

If you wish to donate to North Charleston High School’s softball team, you 
can visit their GoFundMe campaign. 
If you are a junior varsity or varsity athlete for your home school, email 
mollybraedon@gmail.com so that Applause can cover you in our next issue.

Sports Update
by Christina Lewis

Cook’s Corner
Recently one of our teachers sent an email 
to her students that I think is relevant for 
students of any age. I was taken with the 
themes, language and challenges issued and 
believe it could have been sent from any of 
our teachers to each one of you. I hope you 
find it helpful, encouraging and perhaps 
inspiring! 

"‘Ask not what your country can do for you, 
but what you can do for your country.’ 
John F. Kennedy

This inaugural speech, given by JFK on a snowy day, was a call to 
duty through strong appeal to morals and emotions. It touched a 
nation at its core and the quote is often one to which many allude.

Today was my call to duty for you. I asked you what you could do 
for your learning instead of you always asking me to do the heavy 
lifting. I am your coach. I am your mentor. I provide the lesson 
plans and materials. I revise and modify as needed. I deliver 
instruction that reflects the latest and greatest in instructional 
strategies, and I target your personal and group needs while 
helping you master the standards by year end. But, for all of this 
to truly have an impact on you as a learner, you have to be part 
of the team; you have to be willing to task risks even if it means 
getting dirty on the field as you execute the plays I have designed 
for you and your teammates. 

In closing, you have to remember how to speak to your coach 
when you disagree. Your voice matters to me; your delivery does, 
as well. If you feel the plays being called are not helping the team, 
approach the coach privately to discuss it in a respectful manner 
showing the CLASS ACT expected of all SOA Scholars. Remember, 
though, approaching your coach such as this should not be the 
norm. Your coach is in charge for a good reason. You are the player 
on the team. In all likelihood, you are not seeing the game from all 
sides and lack some wisdom the coach possesses. So, choose your 
debates about how the team is run wisely or you will look like you 
think you should take over as coach.

This is your call to action. Do you want to be part of the team, or 
do you want to sit on the bench and watch others execute the plays 
with great agility? You must remember to take pride in your wins 
and your losses. We fail forward and are the better for it. Finally, 
there are many leadership positions on our team; great leaders 
are hard to come by. Luckily, our class is filled with them. All we 
need to do is lead wisely. I have faith in you. I always have. It is 
steadfast.

Tomorrow is a new day (as always) in our learning community/
on our team. It is a new season, so let's be the champions. Join the 
game. Be a team player. Respect the role of your coach. Spring 
season will be the best yet to come.” 

Wren Hoertdoerfer in action for James 
Island Charter.

Olivia Sisson (2nd from left) plays 
soccer for West Ashley high school.
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 On Friday, February 22nd, a bus departed for Columbia to 
participate in South Carolina Music Educators Association’s 2019 
All State Orchestra, carrying 39 SOA strings students, the most from 
any school in the state. The rigorous weekend included over fourteen 
hours of rehearsal and took place at Irmo High School near Columbia 
with a culminating performance at Lexington High School on Sunday 
February 24.
 The weekend allows for students statewide to play with their 
most talented peers. Through long hours of rehearsal, each of the 
orchestras (split into the age groups 6-8, 9-10, and 11-12) prepare for 
the final concert on Sunday. The 11-12 orchestra played Mendelssohn’s 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream Overture, which is about a twenty minute 
piece that the orchestra spent hours meticulously learning. This is the 
intensity that defines All-State weekend: the skills of the students allow 
them to push for professional standards of performance. 
 The students representing high school were as followed: Beryl 
Ayikuu, Aidan Billings, Alaina Gable, Katie Jo Gelasco, Jake 
Hoch, Emma Joyce, Lilli Kozlowski, Marshall McArthur, 
Emily Russell, Heather Snook, Sophie Stalnaker, Lilly Sterba, 
Amel Stewart, Gabe Stewart, Lilli Sustaita, Rylie Tart, Kelsey 
Thorvalson,  Daphne Tong, Ross Ugur, Emma Weeks, and 
Jenna Zardus. The students representing middle school were as 
followed: Carolina Agrest, Evan Baker, Addie Black, Megan 
Black, Gio Cusatis, Nash Doar, Molly-Kate Drake, Lena 
Fimian, Emma Herrin, Alex Lim, Peter O’Malley, Alex Selby, 
Kate Selby, Capers Tabrizian, Kalea Vincion, Jade Williams, 
and Sadie Wood. 

SOA Strings Students Stun Audiences 
at All-State
by Katy Jo Gelasco The Winter Dance, held February 15th in Café Diem, was a 

success! Over two hundred people came dressed to dance the night away 
to live music played by Charles McGuinn, Chris Barnwell, Luke 
Shaw, Noah Lyons, and others. 
 Also enjoyed were the refreshments and stunning decorations 
put together by Sophomore Vice President Naja Aleem and her team of 
freshmen and sophomores. An assortment of string lights and spotlights 
turned SOA’s familiar lunch area into a space enchanting enough for 
winter royalty. 
 Charlie Bouknight won ninth grade Baron after receiving 
the most votes of anyone running for Winter Court, and after a run-off, 
Olivia Sisson was crowned the victorious Baroness. Tenth graders Ben 
Hudd and Syncere Washington were named Duke and Duchess. 
Awarded to each winner of SOA’s Winter Court is a free ticket to prom, 
an event that is quickly approaching. 
 Be sure to purchase your own tickets via SOA’s website before the 
price increases again. STUCO can’t wait to see you there!

STUCO Update
by Christina Lewis

 Early February 
23rd, SOA’s newly 
reformed mock trial 
team arrived at the 
Georgetown County 
courthouse to compete 
in their first regional 
mock trial competition. 
The competition was 
split into three rounds, 
totaling out to nearly six 
hours of deliberations.
 For months on 
end, the team prepped 
and practiced the case, 
combing through over 
100 pages of witness 
affidavits and pieces 
of evidence. This year’s case centers around the fictitious Lane Hill, 
a businessman charged with murdering business partner and avid 
gambler Zoe Caine. Team members were tasked with either prosecuting 
or defending Hill, with some members portraying witness roles 
corresponding to either side. 
 The team’s hard work certainly paid off, with lawyer Keah 
Roswell and witness Alma Lutas earning the titles of Most Effective 
Defense Lawyer Overall and Most Effective Defense Witness Overall, 
respectively. As a whole, the team took home the Civility Award, an 
impressive feat considering the team was comprised entirely of first-time 
members.
 Next year, with the experience of a competition under the 
members’ belts, the team plans to compete again. 

SOA Mock Trial Team Wins Big in Region-
Wide Competition
by M. B. McConnell

This year’s mock trial team, sporting smiles in the
courtroom.
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 Just a few weeks ago on February 19th, fashion legend Karl 
Lagerfeld passed away in Paris at the age of 85. Lagerfeld is best known 
for his work as the creative director of the iconic French fashion house 
Chanel and Italian house Fendi, not to mention his own eponymous line. 
Over the course of his career, Lagerfeld also worked for labels Balmain, 
Curiel, and Chloé. As a result, the traces of his creative genius can be seen 
throughout the fashion industry.
 Lagerfeld is accredited with reviving Chanel to its current status 
as one of the most prestigious, valuable couture houses of all time. When 
he was offered the job of creative director in 1982, he was discouraged by 
colleagues who viewed the label as a sinking ship. Lagerfeld told the New 
York Times that, “By then I thought it was a challenge,” and not one to 
shy away, he proceeded to transform the house’s classic tweed sets and 
iconic logo print into timeless staples. 
 Lagerfeld’s success was due not only to his artistic vision but his 
capabilities as a businessman. He was the first designer ever to collaborate 
with H&M, making luxury style attainable to a wide range of consumers 
for the first time. Clothing he envisioned made its mark everywhere, 
from corporate offices to red carpets to Buckingham Palace. In addition, 
Lagerfeld was a talented filmmaker and photographer, overseeing all of 
Chanel’s advertising campaigns personally.
 Despite his genius, Lagerfeld’s legacy is not without controversy. 
He infamously spoke out against the #MeToo movement and made 
comments demeaning the bodies and appearances of women. The 
innovation and forward thinking he applied to his designs was not always 
reflected in his opinions, which he shared freely and unapologetically.
 Still, Lagerfeld’s artistic contributions to society are undeniable 
and invaluable. He is mourned by those who knew and worked closely 
with him, including Vogue editor-in-chief Anna Wintour and fellow 
designers Tommy Hilfiger, Victoria Beckham, and Donatella Versace, 
among countless other models and celebrities who he dressed over the 
years. He was honored just last night at Chanel’s Autumn-Winter 2019 
show, their first without him. Looking forward, Karl’s close collaborator 
and friend Virginie Viard has been entrusted to oversee Chanel’s creative 
direction from now on. Through her, Lagerfeld’s work will be built upon 
and expanded to be more inclusive and far-reaching than ever before.

Fashion Icon Karl Lagerfield Dies at 85
by Roey Leonardi

 For strings students, the month of March is a time of preparation. 
This year, the Sinfonietta and Symphony Tech class will combine to 
audition for Midwest, which is an internationally renowned clinic that 
is extremely elite and prestigious. Only the best of the best make it in. 
The finalists will perform next year for clinicians in Chicago. 
 Dr. Selby, the director of the high school strings program, says 
that most groups do not make it in their first year of applying. This will 
mark the high school strings program’s first application. 
 For the application, the ensemble prepared two pieces that they 
performed on Tuesday, March 5 in the RMMT and will later record and 
send to Midwest. The set began with the “Elegie” from Tchaikovsky’s 
“Serenade for Strings in C Major.” This is a somber, but gorgeous piece 
that is characterized by complex harmonies and ends with, as Dr. 
Selby says, “the final ascension.” The concert ended with the “Finale” 
from Dvorak’s “Serenade for Strings in E Major.” This movement 
pulls phrases from earlier ones to make this an extremely exciting and 
beautiful piece.
 The concert opened with the Chamber Orchestra, who 
performed the first movement of Mozart’s “Symphony No. 29” without 
a conductor. They ended their portion of the concert with the fourth 
movement of Holst’s St. Paul Suite for Strings, conducted by Dr. Selby. 
 The next strings concert will be the Masterworks concert, which 
is a joint performance with the vocal department. 

Strings Students Submit to Prestigious 
Symphony
by Katie Jo Gelasco

Last month, SOA students intertwined arts and activism through 
a reading and interactive poetry workshop with deaf poet and 

activist Meg Day.  

Congratulations to this year’s Winter Dance Court! From right to 
left: Duke Ben Hudd, Dutchess Syncere Washington, Barron 
Charlie Bougknight, and Barronness Olivia Sisson.
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 Early in the school year, I had the amazing opportunity to live alone in Manhattan for two weeks, participating in New York Fashion Week. 
While I’ve been in the modeling industry for over a year now - with three seasons of various Fashion Weeks under my belt - some things still 
surprise me. 
 Modeling is a straightforward industry, one where you cannot take yourself too seriously at the risk of getting pretty beaten down. I’m 
writing this to illustrate what modeling is really like. It isn’t as glamorous as it seems; we work hard! But we also have bizarre, fascinating 
experiences that don’t happen in everyday life. 
 Think you want to model? Well, good news: modeling has opened up to a rainbow of body types, ages, ethnicities and more. It’s an exciting 
time.
 Let me give you some background to why my (crazy??) parents let my 17-year-old self venture up to New York for sixteen days all by my 
lonesome, to strip down to my underwear in front of strangers and run four miles in heels every day. Guiding all of this was the booker at my 
agency, who checked in with me daily, letting me know where to run to next. I’ve been to New York about fifteen times in my life. My parents always 
tested me on knowing the subway routes, navigating the grid from Upper East Side to SoHo, and dealing with people on the street. I’m glad they 
did.
 Modeling is about looking good ALL of the time. You have a brand to uphold (yours and whatever company you’re modeling for), and you 
are your own business. Many times in those two weeks, I ran with fellow models two miles across the grid in the pouring rain to our eighth casting 
in two hours, only to have one of us turned away because her hair was “too damp,” skin was “horribly sweaty,” and then asked by the casting 
director,  “How could [she] show up here thinking this was acceptable?”
 It’s tough. You must have thick skin. You have to know how to RUN in stilettos. You have to be ready to put unlimited rides on your subway 
card so that you can get to 16 castings in four hours carrying a seven-pound model duffel bag (which holds three pairs of  high-heeled shoes--nude, 
black, and “personality”--, three-pound makeup bag, two changes of clothes, three pairs of underwear sets--nude and black-, comp cards, portfolio, 
charger, food, wallet, two bathing suits --one black, one personality--, a heavy portfolio, and your mother’s kitchen sink) at all times.
 Oh, and never mind that this all happened during one of New York’s worst heat waves.  Looking and smelling presentable on that daily dash 
was tough.
 You’re probably thinking, “Who needs all of that? You could do those castings with half that stuff”-- WRONG! Come unprepared to a 
casting, go-see, show, or meet and greet, and you will be turned away and shunned, and asked, “how could you show up here thinking that as 
acceptable?”
 As a model, you have to be ready for anything. Show up at one casting only to find it moved across town? GO. Agency didn’t 
get your comp cards in on time? Walk three miles at 4 AM to the nearest Fed-Ex to order 250 of them. Showed up to a call time of 3 
pm and aren’t let out of Industria Studios until 2 am? Hope you packed food and water in your bag, because nobody’s going to 
help you. Just got out of    a punk rock designer’s show with your hair in the highest, tightest scrunchie ponytail you’ve 
ever seen AND get a call for a Pantene commercial casting in twenty minutes? Grab a cab, let the casting director cut 
the rubber bands out of your hair-sprayed ‘do, and ignore the sweat and eyeshadow seeping into your eye as you flip 
your “natural” hair around in front of the biggest camera you will ever see. 
 Go home, rinse, and repeat.
 Now, you are probably thinking, “Why model if this is so hard? Doesn’t seem very fun.” It’s because 
modeling is so incredibly empowering if you have the right mindset. Rejection is something you have to laugh 
at, learn from. I’ve met some of the most interesting people while sitting in hair and makeup. I’ve ridden an 
elevator to the 80th floor of the nicest skyscraper on Fifth Avenue, to be dressed in the most beautiful coats, all 
the while watching the famous 80-year-old designer smoke and gossip with a friend, clearly insulting her 
young assistant in Russian. The poor kid. When you’re backstage at Pier 59 Studios, and there are 68 looks with 
25 models, you put your high school math to work: you’ll be walking numerous times, which means being 
stripped down mid-stride, manhandled by 4 pairs of hands, yelled at in three different languages, and pushed 
out onto the runway more than once. Modesty in this business is a joke.
 But when you hit those lights, and you point your head forward, there’s nothing else like it. 
The transition from backstage madness to runway energy is one of the most invigorating experiences. 
Performing artists know this incredible feeling. And now, thanks to modeling, so do I! Please ask me 
any time about modeling if you’re interested; I would love to help or advise.

Two Weeks in New York
by Arden Dodge
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Lillian Stackhouse
Maya Cline: What is 
your theme and why 
did you choose it?
Lillian Stackhouse: 
My theme is Hans 
Christian Andersen’s 
Little Mermaid. I chose 
it because I liked the 
artwork in the book.
MC: What influences 
you most when you’re 
designing your looks?

LS: I am influenced by my family and friends.
MC: What or who inspired you to start 
making clothes?
LS: I started to make clothes because it was nice 
to be able to look at something and say, “I made 
that.”
MC: Would you consider pursuing 
fashion and costume design as a career?
LS: I’m considering becoming a fashion and 
costume designer, but I have a few more years 
to decide if I see myself in that career.

Abby Benton
Maya Green: What 
is your theme? 
Why were you 
inspired to pursue 
it?
Abby Benton: My 
theme is an Incan 
knife called a Tumi. 
The theme for this 
year’s show was art 
before 100 years and 

I love the details and colors of the piece. I also 
chose this to push myself to create something 
based on an object.
MG: How did you balance your fashion 
workload with your academic homework?
AB: I balance fashion and academics by doing 
most academic work in class and sewing at 
home. 
MG: How has participating in the fashion 
show prepared you for your future 
endeavors (career, college, etc.)?
AB: This fashion show prepares us for any 
fashion-related jobs we may pursue. The stress 
level, adrenaline, and preparation are very
 similar to mainstream designer fashion shows.

MG: What are you most looking forward 
to about the fashion show?
AB: I am looking forward to seeing my design 
and my friends’ designs come to life on the 
runway.

Mia Lassiter 
Maya Green: What 
is your theme? Why 
were you inspired 
to pursue it?
Mia Lassiter: My 
theme is “Hawaiian 
Pa’u Princess Riders.” 
Originally, there were 
nine islands in the 
Hawaiian Kingdom. 
When horses first 

arrived in Hawaii in 1803, all of the women 
refused to ride side-saddle because it was 
uncomfortable. They wore normal riding outfits 
instead - pants, boots, and a sensible top. The 
women then draped beautiful, colorful fabric 
over top of their riding outfits, so that they 
looked very feminine and regal. In fact, nobody 
knew that they were riding astride! The horses 
wore elaborate floral garlands, and the women 
were adorned with flowers, as well. A princess 
from each of the different Hawaiian islands 
would ride in a formal Pa’u Princess parade, a 
tradition which is still carried out today. The 
practicality and beauty of these women’s outfits 
inspired me, as well as their feminist approach 
to horse back riding.
MG: How did you balance your fashion 
workload with your academic homework?
ML: I keep a comprehensive schedule with all 
of my academic and design deadlines. I pace 
myself well, and plan out how long it will take 
for me to complete each assignment. I try to get 
each academic assignment done as soon as it is 
assigned, so that I have ample time to study for 
upcoming quizzes and tests, as well as time to 
work towards my fashion deadlines.
MG: How has participating in the fashion 
show prepared you for your future 
endeavors (career, college, etc.)?
ML: Fashion design is one of my passions. I do 
not plan to go to a design school or pursue a career 
in design. However, designing and creating 
artwork is one of the ways that I counteract the 
stress that I deal with academically. I will always 

be creating, sewing, and drawing, regardless of 
whether I make a career out of it. Art is a part 
of who I am, and it always will be.
MG: What’s the most exciting part about 
the fashion show?
ML: I am excited to see all of the outfits that 
the SOA designers have created. For months, we 
have been working towards this one night, and 
to see models walking down the runway in our 
designs is truly rewarding. It’s amazing to see 
such a large group of people working together 
to put on this one event!

Simone Geathers
C h a s s e e  P a l m e r : 
What is the theme of 
your collection?
Simone Geathers: 
Stained glass windows (of 
the cathedral) 
CP: Who are your 
biggest influences and 
does it flow into your 
personal styles?
SG: Definitely Lupita 
Nyong’o and Chloe and 

Halle. Lupita’s style encourages me to be 
fearless when choosing colors that contrast 
with my dark skin tone. Chloe and Halle’s style 
inspires my young, fresh, everyday looks. 
CP: If you could bring a style icon back 
from the dead, who would it be? 
SG: If I could bring a style icon back from the 
dead, it would be Prince. He wasn’t afraid to let 
the soft side of his masculinity show through 
his clothes. He also casually wore colors such 
as purple and pink which are stereotypically 
associated with females.  
CP: Do you have any career interest in 
the fashion world? 
SG: I knew I wanted to be some kind of designer 
since I was three. Later on I narrowed it down to 
a fashion designer. I definitely have potential to 
have a career in fashion like I’ve always wanted. 
I’ve also had some experience in modeling and 
I enjoyed that too. I think it’s safe to say that I 
have some options to fall back on that are all 
intertwined in the world of fashion. 
CP: What is the hardest part that comes 
with your collection?
SG: The hardest part about constructing my 
collection is having to shy away from allowing 
my garments to blatantly state my theme. My 
entire thought process got smoked by my theme 
because I wanted the audience to think through 
my collection in the 60 seconds that it appears 
on the runway.

Inside Look: SOA Fashion Show
This month, Applause writers Maya Cline, Maya Green, Evelyn Howe, John White, 
Chassee’ Palmer, Cecilia Connelly, Luke Shaw, Galen Berger, and Carson Stehling 
sat down with some of the designers and models for the upcoming SOA Fashion Show to discuss 
their themes, influences, and aspirations.
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Susie Elliot

Luke Shaw: When/
How did you first 
become interested in 
fashion?
Susie Elliot: I was 
never really into fashion 
until about two years 
ago, I got really into 
streetwear! 
LS: What is your 
theme for your 

collection this year?
SE: My theme is Johann Bayer’s constellation 
sketches.
LS: What is your favorite part of fashion?
SE: Watching my designs turn into actual 
clothes! 
LS: Do you plan to design in the future?
SE: I’m not sure about the future yet, but I’ll 
definitely go into some sort of design, just 
maybe not fashion.
LS: In what ways has fashion prepared 
you for your track after high school?
SE: Working towards a bigger goal in fashion 
has helped me improve my time management 
skills and avoid procrastination.

Alexandria ‘Lexi’ Jones
Cecilia Connelly: 
What is your theme 
for this years fashion 
show? What inspired 
you to pick this 
theme?
Lexi Jones: I wanted to 
make this year’s fashion 
show personal to my 
style and present my 
ideology of the Egyptian 
image. 

CC: Who or what has had the biggest 
influence on your work?
LJ: Rich tones in the Egyptian color scheme 
and pieces I’ve seen from traditional West 
African jewelry 
CC: What do you consider the best and 
worst parts of creating pieces for shows?
LJ: The best part is when my mom and I come 
up with some of my best creations on the fly 
and the feeling of finishing a garment. The worst 
is when I mess up really badly and lose sleep 
trying to figure out how to fix it. 
CC: Do you plan to pursue fashion design 
or any other type of art field as a career?
LJ: Yes. I hope to own a store of pieces I curated 
worldwide and make my own textiles 
CC: Is there anything you’d like people to 

know about you or your work?
LJ: I still can’t believe I’ve only been doing this 
for only a year and surpassed requirement. It 
just makes me feel like I could really do anything 
I put my mind to. And for my work, most of the 
things I make I keep so you’ll be sure to see me 
in my garments at school after the show.
CC: How long have you been modeling?
LJ: Since seventh grade.
CC: What initially drew you to modeling?
LJ: My mom wanted to build my confidence 
and, as I got older the money I made from 
shoots and jobs
CC: What is your proudest achievement 
as a model?
LJ: Becoming top model twice for Charleston 
Fashion Week. 

Caroline Colas de Frances
Evelyn Howe: Tell 
me about your 
fashion pieces and 
your theme. 
Caroline Colas de 
Frances: My theme 
for the fashion show 
is on the Aztecs. I 
have made five looks. 
They are all colorful 
and all have geometric 

designs!
EH: Why did you choose this theme for 
the fashion show?
CCF: I’ve always loved to learn about new 
cultures and this summer when I was watching 
TV, I saw a TV program about Aztec art and I 
loved it! So I decided to learn more about them 
and there culture, and started to draw a lot of 
designs. 
EH: What inspired your passion for 
fashion? Have you always loved fashion, 
or did someone/something inspire you?
CCF: I always loved to draw but fashion came 
later. Jean-Paul Gaultier (a French designer) 
inspired me a lot. My  sister taught me how to 
sew and I found my passion.
EH: Why are you excited to share your 
pieces this fashion show?
CCF: I am excited to share my pieces because I 
worked a lot on the details and I want people to 
learn more about Aztecs like I did! Also fashion 
show is an amazing opportunity to show your 
work!

Hannah Burton
John White: What inspired you looks?
Hannah Burton: My looks are mostly 
inspired by street style with a hint of class. I try 

to make my clothes look 
like they could be worn 
on the weekends or to a 
nice event.
JW: How did you 
interpret the theme?
HB: This year I actually 
struggled with the 
theme. You’d think 
having thousands of 

years of art to choose from would be easy, but 
it was actually the opposite for me! Ms. Baker 
helped me pick out my theme, the Taj Mahal, 
after several lunch meetings and a whole lot of 
confusion. I was inspired by the architecture 
and story behind the Taj Mahal, which led me 
to choose it as my final theme.
JW: Do you have a favorite look?
HB: My favorite looks are the ones I’ve finished! 
But specifically, I like my male look the most, 
as I’ve tried new techniques of embroidery, 
beading and appliqué that I’ve never done 
before. I think fashion is all about learning and 
trying new things, so I always like when I can 
somehow pull off a new skill.

Quinn Burgin
Cecilia Connelly: 
What is your theme 
for this year’s show? 
What drew you to 
this subject?
Quinn Burgin: My 
theme is “The Fall of 
the Damned” which is 
based on the painting 
by Peter Paul Rubens 
from 1620.

CC: What is your absolute favorite part 
about designing/creating pieces?
QB: My favorite part has to be when the look 
is completely finished and it looks just how I 
wanted it to be after hours and hours of working 
on it.
CC: As a designer, what about your work 
are you most proud of?
QB: Probably my seam finishings. In the past 
year, I’ve become a perfectionist about my seam 
finishes and I love it when it comes out just right.
CC: Who or what has impacted your work 
the most?
QB:  Honestly, Ms. Baker has impacted me 
the most. She has always encouraged me and 
pushed me to try new things and do my best 
work.
CC: Do you plan to pursue fashion after 
SOA? 
QB: No, I don’t think so, but if  I do it will 
probably be in the business side of fashion.
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Maurin Duffy

Galen Berger: What 
is the theme of your 
collection, and how 
does it relate to the 
overall theme of the 
show?
Maurin Duffy: My 
personal theme is the 
painting “The Wanderer 
By Sea Fog” by Caspar 

David Friedrich. It relates to the overall show 
theme because the painting was made during 
the Romantic Period. 
GB: What inspired you to choose this 
theme, and how are you incorporating 
this vision in the details of your pieces?
MD: I chose this piece because I liked the 
textures and color palette in the painting. I 
am using lots of blue tones and layers to help 
mimic waves.
GB: Are you planning to pursue fashion 
as a part of your studies or career in the 
future? If so, how?
MD: Not exactly. I plan on being a wedding/
event planner, so I can take things that I have 
learned over the years and apply them to event 
planning. 
GB: How do you balance your 
heavy fashion workload with other 
responsibilities in your life (schoolwork, 
extracurriculars, social time, etc.)?
MD: HA! I don’t. I’m terrible at time 
management, so I don’t balance anything well.

Caroline Floyd
Carson Stehling: 
Which designers or 
artistic movements 
have inspired your 
collection? 
Caroline Floyd: My 
thesis is heavily inspired 
by the Impressionist art 
movement, specifically 
Impressionism from 

France in the late 1800s. I took a lot of inspiration 
from Monet’s Water Lilies collection. I felt 
really drawn to the romantic, whimsical aura of 
his paintings and the shades and tones of colors 
he painted with. I used fabrics like iridescent 
organza and chiffon to mimic the depth, but 
also delicacy, of Impressionist art. 
CS: How did you settle on your theme?
CF: Monet has always been my favorite artist, 
so the second Mrs. Baker announced the show’s 
overall theme I knew immediately what art 
movement I would focus on. 

CS: Do you plan on pursuing fashion 
after high school?
CF: Absolutely. I plan on getting a bachelor’s 
degree in Apparel Design and Merchandising, 
and then hopefully will start producing my 
collections on a much larger scale. I want to 
eventually sell clothes to retail stores and also 
sell direct to consumer.
CS: What fashion trend from another 
era do you want to bring back into style?
CF: Everything from the 1960s! Empire waists, 
ruffles, and smocking especially. I tried to 
incorporate a couple of ‘60s trends into my 
collection this year.

Hayleigh-Marie Martin
Galen Berger: What 
is the theme of your 
collection, and how 
does it relate to the 
overall theme of the 
show?
H a y l e i g h - M a r i e 
Martin: The theme 
I chose for my mini 
collection this year is 
Sfumato, a painting 

technique used in the Renaissance to blend 
tones and colors together.
GB: What inspired you to choose this 
theme, and how are you incorporating 
this vision in the details of your pieces?
HM: I was inspired by the simplicity of this 
technique as well as the endless possibilities 
of artistic direction that could be related to 
fashion. 
GB: How has your fashion show 
experience changed from freshman to 
senior year?
HM: Compared to my freshman year, I have a 
greater appreciation for fashion and the work 
that is put into creating such pieces.
GB: Are you planning to pursue fashion 
as a part of your studies or career in the 
future? If so, how?
HM: After high school I’ll be moving to Europe 
in hopes of attending art school and going into 
fashion illustration.
GB: How do you balance your 
heavy fashion workload with other 
responsibilities in your life (schoolwork, 
extracurriculars, social time etc)?
HM: I work really well under pressure. So 
even though I don’t necessarily recommend 
cramming, some of my best pieces have come 
from my endless all-nighters. 
GB: How has your experience with 
fashion (both in and out of your major)
 shaped the rest of your life?

HM: Well without fashion I probably wouldn’t 
have realized how much I enjoy the visual arts 
side of design.

Jenna Riling
Luke Shaw: When did 
you begin modeling?
Jenna Riling: I started 
modeling at a young age 
doing some gigs here and 
there, but in 2017 I was 
signed with an agency out 
of North Carolina. 
LS: Is there a certain 
part of modeling you 
enjoy the most? Has 
there been a certain 

project you’ve worked on that you 
enjoyed more than others?
JR: I really enjoy modeling in its entirety. I 
think my favorite part of modeling is that each 
job comes with a new role. It’s like playing a 
character. For example, one project you might 
be wearing a wedding gown with light make up 
and for another project you might be wearing 
something a bit more high fashion/editorial. 
Your facial expressions and body language 
fluctuate depending on the look needed. I’ve 
enjoyed all the projects I’ve received with 
modeling, but one of my favorites was modeling 
in World of Prom in Atlanta this past summer. 
There I was cast for a showroom wearing prom 
dresses for a brand named Pia Michi. I was able 
to wear beautiful dresses all day long...can’t get 
much better than that! 
LS: Do you plan on modeling in the 
future?
JR: Yes, of course! I love meeting new people 
and expanding my résumé as a model. 
LS: Has modeling helped prepare you 
for your track after school, how so?
JR: I would say modeling has helped reinforce 
lessons that I have learned from a young age. 
For example having professionalism, being 
reliable by showing up on time, keeping a 
positive attitude, being able to adapt to any 
situation, and the list goes on and on. I believe 
all of these lessons are vital for anyone in a 
workplace.

Arden Dodge
Hannah Burton: When and how did you 
start modelling?
Arden Dodge: I first started modelling in 
Sophomore year for Charleston Fashion Week! 
I was discovered there by a mother agent, who 
then put me on to meet a lot of important 
people.

Interview continued on page 17
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Over 100 Years...
The full theme of this year’s fashion show is “Over 100 Years: 
exploring themes of art, costume & fashion history before 1919.” The 
poster below (created by Sam Clarke) shows the path of fashion 
and art throughout the ages. 

Make sure you visit the Fashion Senior Thesis Show in the 
Rose Maree Myers theater directly after the Fashion Show.

Admission is free! 

The SOA Fashion and Costume Design 
Booster Club would like to thank the 

following Donors:

Center Stage - $4000+

Silk - $500+
Elegant Creations
The Emge Family

The Hitopoulos Family
The Lassiter Family
Southern First Bank

Lace - $250+
Katherine Benton
Grand Forest Inc.

The Hansen Family
Peace Love Hip Hop

Linen - $125+
The VanNewkirk Family

And for the genorous donations from the following local 
businesses that made the raffle offerings so amazing:

Bottles Beverage Super 
Store

Charleston Battery
Emily Brown

EVO
Foxy Fossils

Hubee D’s
Island Coastal Lager
Mainland Container

Mex 1
Parrot Surf & Skate
Peace Love Hip Hop

Pivotal Fitness
Publix

The Retreat at Carolina
Homone & Health

Sangria
Tradd’s

In addition to the items being raffled at the fashion show, we 
will be raffling off a week stay at two vacation homes, one in the 
mountains, one at the beach. Thank you to the Barker family and 
the Hincher family for donating the use of their homes. Raffle 
tickets for these long-weekend getaways are sold online at www.
SOAFashionCostumeDesign.com; Tickets  1 for $10  and 3 for 
$20; the winner will be contacted via email on May 22, 2019.

A long-weekend getaway at these two houses will be raffled 
off on May 22, 2019.
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Staff Writer Cecelia Connelly traveled around the 
campus to find examples of everyday fashion. 

Maya GreenLexi Jones

Brianna Campbell

Jayla Sanders

Sassy Thompson

Gaia Strozier

Zane Simmons
Susie Elliot

Thomas Polkey

Ethan Dotta

Nat Delson



Evelyn Howe: Describe your childhood. Where did you grow up? What were some of your favourite things to do?
Mrs. Marie Nichols: Although I was born upstate, my family moved to Mt. Pleasant in 1955, when the population was around 20,000 and many kids went to 
school K-12 on the same campus where Moultrie Middle now stands. At home, my 3 siblings, neighborhood children and I enjoyed riding bikes, roller skating and 
playing in our backyard treehouse. Every month, we would spend at least one weekend at the family farm upstate; we climbed trees, built forts, roamed fields and 
woodlands with our cousins. My best friends lived on Sullivan’s Island, and on Saturdays, we explored the beach and forts from sunrise to sunset. Favorite indoor 
activities included reading books, designing and sewing doll clothes, listening to classical, Big Band, and Broadway show music on our record player, and play-
ing board and card games. Watching TV was a last resort. With our parents, we enjoyed going to church activities, the beach, area parks, gardens and museums.

EH: How did you discover your passion for visual arts? Who was the main inspiration for your love of visual arts?
MN: I’ve always been fascinated and inspired by the natural beauty of God’s creation: birds, animals, plants, the ocean, waterfalls, moun-
tains, etc. But, it wasn’t until ninth grade at Moultrie that I found my love for drawing. I was fortunate to be taught by Virginia Fouche’ 
Bolton, a well-known watercolor artist. Mrs. Bolton taught me to carefully observe an object then draw exactly what I saw. She taught 
various media, how to draw portraits and figures using proportions, how to use perspective to draw buildings, and art history. She took us 
on field trips to local museums, sketching architecture downtown and even to the National Gallery in Washington, DC. She assigned ten 
hours of sketching homework every week, but I usually exceeded that since I enjoyed it so much. I took art all four years of high school.
EH: How did you discover your passion for sewing and fashion design? Who was your main inspiration?
MN: My mother was a Home Economics teacher who had a gift for sewing. Growing up, Mom made most of our clothing (even coats which 
require a lot of tailoring!). If she didn’t have a pattern for something, she would make her own. She taught me to hand sew when I was 
six and how to use my grandmother’s treadle sewing machine before I was ten. She gave me all the fabric, ribbon, lace, etc. that I wanted 
and encouraged me to make doll clothes and design my own clothes. In high school, I took three years of Home Ec., focusing on sewing. 
I enjoyed sketching out ideas for clothing, then buying fabric and constructing garments. I often cobbled 
together several different patterns to achieve the look I wanted. I remember making a fully lined wool suit 
as my final senior project. I designed my own prom dresses, my wedding gown, and bridesmaid dresses. If I 
didn’t have the skills or time to make the gowns, Mom did! She inspired me to enjoy designing and sewing.  
EH: What interested you in teaching? Why did you decide to become an arts teacher? 
MN: In college, I took both art and Home Ec. classes. After marriage, we moved several times and I took art 
classes at several colleges and private lessons with several artists. We had two children and I enjoyed teach-
ing them to draw and sew. I also enjoyed designing and making many outfits for them, as well as household 
items. I found that I really enjoyed teaching art and sharing what I knew with others, so I taught private les-

sons to children and adults. I was also commissioned to do some drawings and paintings of houses, churches, etc., in towns where we 
lived. After completing my degree in Art Education at Coastal Carolina, I taught art for seven years at Timrod Elementary School and 
for four summers in the district gifted art program for Middle School in Florence, SC. I continued exploring different art media and 
techniques in workshops and graduate classes. I visited art museums and galleries throughout SC, in Atlanta and in Washington, DC.
EH: How did you find yourself teaching at SOA? What were some of your teaching experiences?
MN: In 1997, we moved back to the Charleston area when my husband was called to be the minister of Highland Park Baptist Church 
in Hanahan. I had heard about School of the Arts being started in 1995 and had kept up with information about the school. I had 
met Rose Maree Myers in 1992 when I visited Ashley River Creative Arts Elementary with a group of educators. I was very impressed 
with her and her vision of making the arts an integral part of the school curriculum. So, I applied and was hired to teach Visual Arts. 
Early on, I taught some high school, but most of my career was spent teaching middle school. It’s so exciting and rewarding to see 
each student’s skills improve over the years! The Costume/Fashion Design program started at SOA because the school was staging 
its first musical in 1998 and they needed costumes for Oklahoma.  I started out with a group of students who didn’t have a role in 
the show. Thankfully, several were visual arts majors who were interested in designing costumes. We only had my sewing machine, iron, and ironing board in a 
makeshift space, so I taught the students to hand sew and alter stock costumes, thrift purchases, or donations. I used the sewing machine for the most difficult 
costumes. Even though it was a lot of extra work, I loved helping the students to create costumes for SOA’s musicals. It was the perfect way to use both designing 
and sewing skills. By the time SOA staged Peter Pan in 2002, students were asking for a costume design elective where they could learn machine sewing skills 
with proper equipment rather than just meeting after school. I wrote curriculum which the state approved, so classes began the following year. As student inter-
est grew, more levels were added and students began to design and construct their own clothing, as well as costumes. In 2009, the first Fashion Show was held 
during a convocation on the old campus. In 2014, with the support of Dr. Cook and assistance of Rene Miles and Caroline Baker, we started the Costume/Fashion 
Design Major. I retired in June 2015, and Caroline Baker took over the major. Under her expert leadership, the Costume/Fashion Design major has grown to 
become one of the top programs of its kind in the nation. Even though there have only been two graduating classes, at least six of our graduates are attending top 
colleges to prepare for careers in costume or the fashion industry. To see for yourself the level of expertise that the students have achieved, come to the Fashion 
Show on March 20. You will be amazed!
EH: Now that you are retired, how are you spending your time?
MN: I enjoy teaching my four grandchildren (ages 5-9) to draw, paint, and sew. I also make doll clothes, quilts, pillows, curtains, and other such items. for them. 
We go on field trips to parks, gardens, museums, the beach, mountains, etc. My husband and I enjoy traveling, sometimes in our camper. I look for art or costume 
exhibits to visit wherever we go. Teaching at SOA has been the highlight of my career. I have been so blessed to work with so many wonderful middle school and 
high school students over the years. It’s also been such a wonderful opportunity to work with so many gifted teachers and staff! The interdisciplinary projects, 
field trips, performances, etc. throughout the years have helped the arts teachers to learn so much from each other and to form strong bonds. SOA is such a special 
place - not just a school, but a family! I will continue volunteering and attending shows and performances because I love to do so!
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Where Were They Then?
Evelyn Howe spoke with former visual arts teacher and creator of SOA’s fashion design major Mrs. Marie Nichols about her time before and at SOA.

Mrs. Nichols in her junior 
year of high school, sport-
ing a dress she designed.

Mrs. Nichols poses in a dress 
she designed and sewed.
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Student Artwork

“Modern Women”

“Percieved Royalty”

Mya Genegrasso
10th Grade Visual 

Artist

Julia Shook
10th Grade Visual 

Artist

Influential Artist: Fashion and Costume 
Design
Each issue Luke Shaw asks an arts instructor about an artist who 
has inspired them.

Ms. Caroline Baker: Iris Van Herpen

Luke Shaw: When and how did you first 
encounter the work of Iris Van Herpen?
Ms. Caroline Baker: I am not totally sure 
of when I first encountered Iris Van Herpen 
because she sort of just crept into my life on 
Instagram as nods and likes until my former 
student, Sasha Grigorieff, and I were talking 
a couple of years ago about one of my favorite 
topics (the interplay of technology in couture 
fashion). To be fair, I think we might actually 
have been arguing a little about it, but Sasha 

used Iris Van Herpen to illustrate his point and I was quickly won 
over when I realized how some of the images I had been following 
were actually being made with cutting-edge technology rooted in some 
pretty old ideas. I am a huge nerd so I am pretty excited by anything 
that requires additional research to understand.
LS: What initially drew you and what continues to draw you 
to her work?
CB: Iris Van Herpen is geniously engineered. I think about all of 
the failure [in the engineering/design process] that went into the 
innovation of just one of her designs; and that seems brave and 
wonderful to me.  
LS: Is there a certain technique that Iris Van Herpen uses 
that contributes to your admiration?
CB: I am pretty interested in the possibilities of 3D printing 

and laser cutting for upcycling 
textiles. Her designs are obviously 
incredibly innovative examples of 
both. I LOVE textiles--old and new, 
upcycling, couture work, etc. and I 
am a bit obsessed with upcycling and 
sustainable fashion. The interplay of 
couture and technological possibilites 
is a new frontier in an old world for 
fashion...that is exciting!
LS: In what ways has she inspired 
your own work?
CB: I am a very goal-oriented person. 
Iris Van Herpen is one of the people 
who inspired one of my top goals for 
2019: Create more failure.  Create. 
More. Failure.
LS: What do you think people can 
learn from Iris Van Herpen?

CB: Persevere! Beautiful things can come from hard work, failure, re-
engineering and perseverance. Try. 

This design is part of Iris Van 
Herpen’s 2018 fall collection.
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Restaurant Review:
Ko Cha Korean 
by Maya Green and River Abedon
 

Name: Ko Cha Korean Restaurant 
Location: West Ashley (3515 Mary Ader Ave, 
Charleston, SC 29414)
Grade: B-

 For the March issue of Applause, 
your favorite food reviewers took a detour on 
the way home from school at Ko Cha Korean 
Restaurant in West Ashley. Although it is in the 
same building as a gas station and a Marco’s 
Pizza (with a door connecting to both), Ko Cha 
still has an interesting, relatively authentic 
feel, with Korean art displayed across the walls 
and some East Asian interior design that will 
help you forget about the people pumping 
gas outside. Booths and tables are packed 
into the tiny space, giving the restaurant an 
intimate dining experience that’s impressive 
considering the surroundings. River was 
especially interested by the one TV in the 
restaurant, which played a non stop rotation 
of five animated pictures of planets colliding 
with asteroids. Maya ordered a Tofu Stone Pot 
Bibim-Bap (a rice and vegetable bowl topped 
with a fried egg) and an iced tea for the price of 
$15.29 and River ordered Katsu Chicken with 
pink lemonade for $15.59.

   
  
 Despite Maya’s generally low bar for 
gas station food, she had a feeling that Ko Cha 
was going to be a hidden gem. River is always 
a fan of the classic flavors of Asian food, but is 
always looking for a place that twists tradition 
and adds something exciting and unexpected. 
Maya’s Bibim-Bap was topped with a fried egg 
with a runny yolk that oozed perfectly when cut 
into. This addition definitely elevated the dish 
from a flavor standpoint, complementing the 
crispy, spongy tofu well. She didn’t think she 
had any issue with bean sprouts going in, but 

quickly found 
that she did 
have a limit 
b e c a u s e 
the dish 
d e f i n i t e l y 
exceeded it. 
The bowl was 
i n c r e d i b l y 
hot (sizzling, 
in fact, when 
the waiter 
brought it 
out) and 
while that 
was initially 
quite cool, it 
meant that 
everything at 
the bottom of 
the bowl (most importantly the rice) was still 
steaming whenever Maya tried to take a bite. 
30 minutes in, the only thing she’d managed to 
eat comfortably was the tofu and egg topping 
the bowl. She doesn’t know if she’d order the 
same thing again, but the menu was appealing 
enough that she would definitely go back, even 
if only for the delish kimchi garnish that came 
out with the meal. 
 River thought the Katsu chicken was 
certainly nothing new, but the chefs clearly 
had a mastery of Asian flavors that shined 
through and made for a crunchy, flavorful bite 
that, especially when covered in white sauce, 
couldn’t disappoint. The white rice that came 
on the side was a similar situation, as you can’t 
go wrong with well cooked white rice and soy 
sauce, even if it doesn’t necessarily change 
your world view. The other sides were a bit 
newer to River, with some classic kimchi as 
well as some other assorted vegetables which 
he he didn’t recognize, but enjoyed anyways. 
River was happy to fill his stomach with some 
simple, tasty Korean food, and would certainly 
go back if he was ever in the area and craving 
some hardy, reliably good food, but wouldn’t 
go out of his way to eat there.
 Not all of menu options may be familiar 
to the average teenage eater, so don’t stress 
about asking your waiter what something 
has! Don’t limit yourself to fried rice and 
General Tso’s for fear of seeming dumb or 
mispronouncing something, because there are 
a lot of cool looking dishes on Ko Cha’s menu. 
 Maya and River give this restaurant a 
B-. It may not have reinvented the wheel, but 
it was still a pretty sturdy vehicle. If you want 
Maya and River to review your favorite eatery, 
let them know; they can be found frequenting 
Cafe Diem during most lunch periods.

Classic Book Review: The 
Second Sex by Simone de 
Beauvoir
by Elle Hueske

 Over the summer I read The Second 
Sex by Simone de Beauvoir. Initially, the book 
can seem daunting and unapproachable given 
its length and its significance. By no means is 
this considered a “light” read, but its content is 
entirely relevant, perhaps as much so today as 
in 1949 when it was published. It is even more 
appropriate that I am reviewing Beauvoir’s work 
during March, Women’s History Month. The 
book is considered to have commenced a period 
of feminism called Second Wave Feminism in 
the United States and globally. After women in 
previous decades had fought to gain suffrage 
and worked towards equality among the sexes 
on a legal basis (not yet fully realized), Beauvoir 
and her contemporaries expanded their fight 
to counteract social disenfranchisement in 
the workplace, home and practically all public 

and private 
spaces. I highly 
r e c o m m e n d 
that The Second 
Sex is not only 
read by women 
who aim to 
gain a greater 
understanding 
of feminism 
t h r o u g h o u t 
history, but for 
all individuals 
who believe that 
equality among 
men and women 
is a cause worthy 
of advocacy. 

 The Second Sex is separated into two 
volumes: the first being Les faits et les mythes
(Facts and Myths) and the second being 
L’expérience vécue (Lived Experience). 
Beauvoir’s partner, Jean-Paul Sartre was a 
philosopher, specifically an existentialist. 
Existentialism is a philosophy that emphasizes 
the value of free will and self-definition. 
While Sartre’s research approached existence 
and the meaning of life on a broader scale, 
Beauvoir took these existentialist values and 
applied them to women by asking the question, 
“What is woman?” Throughout this volume, 
Beauvoir uses ecology, biology, reproductive 
science, figurative language, Greek mythology, 
Christianity and female roles like motherhood 
to craft the comparison between men and 

Provided

Provided

The meal did not exceed its expectations for a 
Korean restaurant next to a gas station.

Maya’s Bipim-Bap was a step 
outside her comfort zone.
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women. This differentiation is vital given that 
the basis for the narrative is that men have 
historically been considered superior, while 
women have been regarded as the “Other.” 
Volume two is less descriptive and more of a 
realistic chronicle of the way that boys are raised 
versus the way that girls are. In this section, 
Beauvoir addresses the relationship between 
men and women as well as those between just 
women. She posits that there are different types 
of females and female relationships, but that 
all women have at least once felt subjugated in 
some way by a man.
 Beauvoir’s work advancing feminism 
for her time was unprecedented. Her activism 
for a subject that she was passionate in is a 
lesson for all to take charge for what is right. 
I highly recommend reading The Second Sex 
even if it is merely excerpts from the quite 
lengthy full book. Her words continue to ring 
true and are a source of somewhat unexpected 
comfort and inspiration in our modern time. 

TV Review: The 
Assassination of Gianni 
Versace 
by Lou Collins

Although this 
isn’t a movie 
or a Netflix 
original and 
it came out 
in March of 
2018, I still 
felt the need 
to review the 
one fashion 
themed piece of media that I fell in love with 
this year. The second season of the anthology 
series American Crime Story follows Andrew 
Cunanan through the events in his life that lead 
him to killing Gianni Versace it intertwines this 
personal and twisted story with glimpses at the 
Versace household before and after Gianni’s 
death.
 Don’t be turned away if you know 
nothing about Versace or Andrew Cunanan, 
this show is not present as a biography that 
lets you pat yourself on the back every time you 
know what happens next. This is a well crafted 
and visually stunning nine episodes that feel 
closer to fiction with the emotional connection 
to characters and their relationships that is 
rarely seen in a show or movie that follows a 
real person’s life from childhood to death. The 
characters are certainly well written but the 
writing would fall flat if not for the brilliant 

casting. It was Darren Criss’s first time to 
present himself as a capable actor and he did 
not disappoint. Even after years of watching 
him in A Very Potter Musical and Glee, there 
were moments throughout the series where I 
truly believed he was a psychopath. The rest 
of the lineup serve more as minor characters 
and don’t get as many opportunities to shine 
but nothing in the show would be convincible 
without them and their clear talent. 
 The final product of the show is an 
obvious result of dedicated craftsmen’s work. 
Lou Eyrich and Allison Leach won multiple 
awards for their costume design; they use  
dtheir medium to produce beautiful stories 
as much as any writer or actor could. Every 
pattern and color is carefully considered not 
only to be aesthetically appealing with the 
setting but also to amplify characterization and 
plot. For example at the climatic moment of 
the show: the assassination of Gianni Versace, 
Gianni and Andrew both wear a solid coloured 
tee-shirt and shorts. Andrew’s shirt is grey 
and baggy while his shorts are jeans cut at the 
knee, the poverty of his past is in your face and 
behind his baseball cap you truly see a sleazy 
and disgusting man. On the other side of the 
coin Gianni is wearing a clean and well fitting 
shirt tucked into nice shorts with a belt: he’s 
put together and successful. The tension is 
broadcasted in the similarities and differences 
in their appearance. 
 Overall this show is beautiful in every 
aspect and engaging at every moment. It’s an 
extraordinary example of how many different 
forms of art can come together for one gorgeous 
final product.

Fashion Interviews Con’t 
(from pg 10)
HB: What has 
modeling taught 
you?
AD: Modelling 
has done a lot to 
help me with my 
confidence. Many 
might argue this, or 
might be confused 
by it. There’s 
an incredible 
tendency to fall to 
the standards of 
modelling and the 
harsh, black and 
white wants of those who hire us. I started off 
not taking myself too seriously; I was always  
the one in the room laughing and talking. Of 

course, over time, I began to take modeling 
seriously, but I realized that you can’t take 
yourself too seriously. The bottom line is this: 
every designer has a certain look in mind. If you 
are not picked, it’s because you did not have the 
look for them. This can range anywhere from 
not a big enough forehead, to too small of ears, 
or too round of a nose.
HB: With body positivity movements 
making change in the fashion industry, 
do you still think there is pressure to 
look a certain way? 
AD: While the modelling industry is 
diversifying in many ways, there will always be 
incredible pressure to look a certain way. In the 
eighties, “heroin chic” became the go-to look 
for Parisian, London, and New York designers. 
They wanted the skeleton girls. This has carried 
over into the last couple decades, and is still 
apparent, but something changed.  Designers 
and casting directors started wanting different 
looks, they wanted HEALTHY bodies, they 
wanted strong personalities and strong bones. 
With this came different models like plus sized 
Kate Upton and Ashley Graham or Vitilago 
queen Winnie Harlow, or even albinese Joanné 
Dion, all of whom have found a place in the 
industry and have made it possible for new 
faces to become more than pale or dark skin or 
spotted skin. The bigger designers like Chanel, 
Dior, Valentino, and Prada still white-wash 
their models, and keep them down to the same 
body type. It’s because they are stuck in their 
conventional ways, and the designers want 
what they want. They also have made small 
strides in this era of diversifying the industry.
HB: What has been your favorite time 
modeling and why? 
AD: I wrote in my article about a go-see I’d 
had with a woman name Helen Yarmack, who 
was a Russian designer with a penthouse on 
fifth avenue. I’d have to say that’s one of my 
favorites, but otherwise let me just tell you 
some interesting ones. After my Hardware 
LDN show with Jesica Horwell, I was asked to 
take a photo with her. During this mini photo 
shoot with her, I came backstage to find that 
part of our pay (some dope sneakers) were 
put out in the middle of the floor for people to 
grab. I ran over to the boxes hoping to find my 
size, but there weren’t any left. I walked up to 
models with two pairs of shoes and asked them 
their size, some of which matched me, but 
they said “no, you should have been quicker.” 
While that sucked, in the end, what was better 
for my career was taking that picture with 
Jessica Horwell. I have very fond memories of 
a designer Tina Gancev crying after one of our 
shows at CHSFW, which is something I won’t 
ever forget.
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Sammy,

Here’s to all the great things you were made to do...

We are very proud of you son! We love you always.

Look both ways on the 
highway of Life, and 
go in the direction of 
your dreams. We love 

you, Marie!

Love, 
Mom, Dad, Emily, & 

Henry

Sammy Oracle

Marie
Cecil

Congratulations, Helen, on a job well done! We are so proud 
of you!!

Love, Mom, Dad & Joey

Helen Izzo

Caroline,
You’ve worked 

so hard and have 
remained focused as a 
fashion design major!  
Congratulations on a 
job very well done!  

We love you,
Mom, Dad and 

Cameron

Caroline
Floyd
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“Real style is never 
right or wrong. It’s 
a matter of being 

yourself on purpose.” 
~ G. Bruce Boyer

Dear Ellen,

You live this 
statement everyday.  
We are proud of you, 
your creativity, your 

accomplishments and 
the manner in which 

you choose to go 
about life.

Congratulations on 
your collection.   

With love, Mom, Dad 
& McCormick

Morgan MacAnanny

Morgan, we are so 
very proud of you 

and love watching life 
move through your 

eyes! Watching your 
childhood dreams 

come to reality is such 
a blessing! Hard work 
and determination is 
your specialty! Keep 

reaching for those stars 
and keep riding those 
waves. You are doing 

great!!! Congratulations 
sweetie!! 

We love you, Mom, Dad, 
Austin and Charlye

Ellen Emge
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Clubs of SOA
by Zachary Shirley

Introverts/World Literature Club - 
Is talking to people just the absolute worst thing ever? Yeah... same… 
Is reading one of your strengths?  Do you like those sappy yet charming 
Jane Austen movies? If you answered yes to any of these questions then 
we may have just found the perfect club for you! The World Literature 
Club AKA Introverts Club was founded by SOA librarian Ms. Kramer 
and students Olivia Howe and Isabella Lindon. The club empowers 
students to sit back, sip on some tea and enjoy some picturesque Jane 
Austen movies. If that sounds like your cup of tea, then it sounds like 
SOA’s Introverts Club might just be right for you! Stop by the library 
next Monday at lunch in the media center conference room! (8201) 

Robotics Club - 
I’ve found that the public’s perception about what a robot ‘is’ is often 
misguided. To most people, a robot is either a cute little servant with a 
quirky name like Alexa or Siri that’s programmed do your most basic 
needs, or a sentient machine that’s hellbent on revenge against its mortal 
overlords and will stop at nothing until it watches the world burn, all 
the while it’s cold binary mind contemplates what exactly it means 
to ‘be.’ Usually, their names tend to be a lot less cute, like Ultron or 
Mechagodzilla. The Robotics Club here at SOA has been active since the 
schools’ inception and they help dispel these myths about our metallic 
friends. If you have an interest in machines and robots then stop by Mr. 
Naas’ room! (1119)

Volleyball Club -
What’s better than volleyball? Basketball? Handball? Golf? Cricket?? I 
honestly don’t even know what half of those really are! Volleyball is 
definitely the best sport that involves hitting a ball over a net. Definitely. 
Actually… that’s probably tennis but whatever, volleyball’s second 
best. If this is a passion of yours then you should really consider checking 
out the SOA Volleyball Club! It’s run by teacher sponsor Mr. McCauley 
and they meet after school on Wednesdays from 3:45 to 5:45, so stop on 
by and play some ball! (1202)

Sass Attack 
by John White

“Sass Attack” was originally created by David Sass ten years ago, 
and as per tradition, Applause writer John White has continued its 
legacy, giving us his take on life’s daily inconveniences.

 The 91st Academy Awards brought out all the stars and 
celebrities… and also all of the social media influencers whose only talent 
is that they have no talent. I didn’t really care which movies were being 
awarded, but in true John White fashion I was more concerned with 
what people were wearing. Whether they were layered up like Melissa 
McCarthy presenting best costume design, or wearing nothing at all like 
Kendall Jenner at the Vanity Fair afterparty, it would be hard to find a 
more diverse collection of ostentatious and outrageous outfits. 
 I lost count after the first dozen pink dresses I saw, but they were 
plentiful (Bonus points if they had ruffles). I saw Gemma Chan’s poofy 
Valentino gown and was confused. Honestly I don’t get the appeal of 
wearing something that makes me look like a mattress. Her dress looks 
like something I could buy at the home goods section of Urban Outfitters. 
And Kacey Musgrave’s dress, and Linda Cardellini’s too, there was so 
much tule there must’ve been a sale at Home Depot. 

 As for the men, in past years I had always been frustrated by 
the homogenous array of black tuxedos. This year, however, the men 
were much more… adventurous? At any rate some of the men were more 
bold than others. Stephan James wore a three piece red velvet tuxedo, 
someone needs to tell him he was invited to WALK the red carpet and 
not dress up as one. And then Spike Lee rolled up looking like a poor 
imitation of Mr. Grant, wearing an all purple suit with a matching hat 
and loud gold sneakers. 
 This next outfit confused me because no one talked about it the 
next day, but I saw what this man did. If you don’t know what I’m talking 
about pickup your phone right now and google “Pharrell Williams Oscars 
2019.” This man wore a camouflage tuxedo with matching SHORTS. But 
it gets worse as the shorts reveal that he is wearing WHITE TUBE SOCKS 
and DOC MARTENS. 
 Now here are some honorable mentions of men who were too 
afraid to wear anything other that the traditional black tuxedo: Mark 
Ronson, Bradley Cooper, Henry Golding, Rami Malek, Jordan Peele, 
Sam Rockwell, Joe Alwyn, Trevor Noah, and Tom Morello.
 Finally I have to address the elephant in the room, and that is 
Billy Porter wearing Christian Siriano. Of course, I am referencing 
the infamous tuxedo-dress. Yes I could’ve made a joke about how the 
gown makes him look like Ursula the sea witch or how he was wearing 
enough velvet to reupholster the entire Dolby theater, but I would rather 
talk about what a momentous step that dess-tux was in tearing down 
social norms in fashion. The drexedo was a symbol of change. We have 
progressed from a society that just a few years ago would’ve ostracized 
a man for wearing “women’s” jeans to a place where we can see a man 
wear a tuxedo with a hoop skirt on national television. Although many 
communities remain close minded, Christian Siriano helped us make a 
step in the right direction.

Ballet Academy of Charleston
1579 Savannah Hwy, 
Charleston, SC 29407

843-769-6932 
info@ballet-academy.org
www.ballet-academy.org

$50 off tuition with this ad
(new enrollments only)
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Sagittarius (Nov. 22- Dec. 21): Don’t suppress 
your urges to share what is going on in your life and how 
you truly feel with other people. You might be feeling more 
sensitive lately and more affected by your environment so it 
is important to share your feelings with those who care.  
Capricorn (Dec. 22- Jan.19): Try to focus more 
on being forgiving and not seeking retaliation from others. 
Remind yourself to be above the pettiness and remember 
that it probably isn’t really worth it. By embracing this more 
forgiving nature you will feel more confident and mature than 
before.

Aquarius (Jan. 20- Feb. 18): This is the time for 
you to be brave and face the truth: luck can’t always be 
on your side. The world has the potential to be somewhat 
disappointing, so meet that with your own courage. Love 
might be somewhat emotionally exhausting but you will 
surprise yourself with your own strength.

Pisces (Feb. 19- Mar. 20): Focus on achieving your 
own goals, even if it takes time and is a step by step process. 
As far as love goes embrace your own pure feelings and that 
will give you the greatest sense of clarity going forward. 

Horoscopes 
by Liv Provosty

Aries (Mar. 21- Apr. 19): Try to focus on reaching out 
to others and pushing back feelings of shyness. Surrounding 
yourself with people who care about you and spending time 
outside in nature will give you this sense of clarity and perspective 
that leads you to exciting opportunities and success with your 
work.

Taurus (Apr. 20- May 20): Don’t be afraid to take a risk 
with your appearance, change up hairstyles, or try out a new 
outfit. It might give you this sense of confidence that helps you 
figure out a new way to deal with old problems, especially the 
emotionally heartbreaking ones.

Gemini (May 21- Jun. 20): Throughout this month 
you will become better prepared to cope with the complexities 
going on around you. But it is important to lean on the love of 
your family and friends in order to deal with a lot of change. It’s 
important to focus on work you are passionate about because that 
will fill you with a sense of purpose and happiness.

Cancer (Jun 21- Jul. 22): Remember to stick to your 
guns this month and remember who you are. By staying true to 
your own opinions you will gain self-confidence and test your 
own strength. Be fearless and try not to let others manipulate 
you, because this fearlessness and level of individual freedom is 
inspiring to others too. 

Leo (Jul. 23- Aug. 22): Take this time to learn about new 
things and explore new interests of yours. Not only do you gain 
knowledge or a new skill, but you learn a lot about who you are as 
an individual and how you handle challenges. If you are growing 
as a person, you are constantly learning and constantly a beginner 
which can be a really humbling experience.

Virgo (Aug. 23- Sept. 22): Keep an eye out on your 
own forgetful nature. Not only do you want to miss out on 
opportunities but having an organized system makes everything 
easier. This month is also a busy time for you as far as love and 
travel, so make sure to take advantages of all of you opportunities.

Libra (Sept. 23- Oct. 22): In all honesty this month will 
be a very challenging time for you, so it is important that Libras 
restart their mental systems and remember their own personal 
strength. The people closest to you might be causing this stress 
for you instead of providing solutions but you need to recognize 
who you are because you can only grow from times like these. 

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Watch out for your own 
impulsive tendencies and make sure they don’t take precedence 
over your rational decision making. You might be motivated by 
your fantasies but it is important to give yourself your own reality 
checks. Just because these hasty decisions can lead to regret 
especially involving your own future.  

Head over to @soaapplause on Spotify 
for to listen to some fashion related jams.

Fashion Inspired Playlist 

Spotify“Fashion” by David Bowie

“Runway” by Kodie Shane

“Gucci Casket” by P.O.P & KA$HPON

“Dedicated Followers of Fashion” by The 
Kinks

“Blue Suede Shoes” by Elvis Presley

“Fashion Killa” by A$AP ROCKY

“Vogue” by Madonna

“Versace” by Migos

“Sharp Dressed Man” by ZZ Top

“Baby’s Wearing Blue Jeans” by Mac Demarco

“Rich Girl” by Gwen Stefani

“Vegetable Man” by Pink Floyd

“I’m So Fly” by Lloyd Banks

“Fashion” by Lady Gaga

“Material Girl” by Madonna

“In The Closet” by Michael Jackson

“New Shoes” by Paolo Nutini

“Please Stop Making Fake Versace” by Father
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Then and Now
What is the most fashionable thing 

you wear/wore in 6th grade?
6th grade Vocal major 
Ciara Whitfield says 

“this.”

12th grade Theatre 
major Ethan Dotta 

says “my supras.”

Za
ch

ar
y 

Sh
ir

le
y

Zachary Shirley

SOA Sudoku

Help 
Mrs. 

Nichols 
find 
her 

sewing 
machine! 



Sign of the Month:
Happy St. Patrick’s Day!

Demonstrated by Everett Ladson
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The Trivia Challenge: Fashion Edition

by Carson Stehling and Loulou Hranowsky

In keeping with this issue’s fashion theme, Carson and Loulou decided to test 
the fashion knowledge of two SOA students.

Questions:
1. What decade did women start wearing mini-skirts?
2. Which fashion designer popularized the “little black dress”?
3. What is a cravat?
4. Who did Hermès name the Birkin bag after?
5. Name the three women who co-chaired the Met Gala 2018 alongside Anna 
Wintour?
6. What major fashion house is credited with inventing the pencil skirt?
7. How much money is Karl Lagerfeld’s cat, Choupette, set to inherit after his 
tragic passing?
8. What is the name given to fashion trends that are both masculine and 
feminine?
9. What year was Converse founded?
10. What does haute couture mean?

Answers 

1. The 1960s
2. Coco Chanel
3. A neck scarf for men 
4. Jane Birkin
5. Rihanna, Amal Clooney, 
Donatella Versace
6. Christian Dior
7. 200 million dollars
8. Androgynous
9. 1908
10. Garments produced by 
leading fashion houses

Are you interested 
in competing in an 

upcoming Applause 
Trivia Challenge? If so, 
email mjmcline@gmail.

com 
Photos by Loulou Hranowsky

soa-applause.com

1. 1960s
2. Christian Dior
3. A tie
4. Jane Birkin
5. Maria Grazia 
Chirui, Beyoncé, 
and Meryl Streep 
(but as Miranda 
Priestly from Devil 
Wears Prada)
6. Chanel
7. 60 million
8. Unisex
9. 1927
10.  Hand crafted?

1. 1960s
2. Coco Chanel
3. Hat
4. A mountain
5. Rihanna, 
Beyoncé, Angelina 
Jolie
6. Louis Vuitton
7. 2 billion dollars
8. Androgynous
9. 1970
10. New trends

John White
11th grade

Sylvia Watkins 
10th grade

2/10 3/10

1. Put hands 
on chest, 
right over 
left, and 
move both 
hands in 
a circular 
motion.

2. With your 
right arm 
over your 
left arm,  
twist your 
fist into your 
left arm 
like you’re 
turning a 
key.

3. With your 
right arm 
over your left, 
point your 
index finger 
on hands 
to point in 
separate 
directions.

Photos by Galen Berger

After some tough competition, our 10th grade fashionista 
came out on top! Congrats to the new fashion queen.
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“Scrunchies.” 

-Ella Fritz, 8th grade 
Creative Writer

“JNCOs.”  

-Kailyn Evans, 12th grade 
Dance

“RompHims.”

-Mrs. DeTiberus, Creative 
Writing Teacher

“Socks and sandals.”

-Faith Tranchida, 6th grade 
Dance 

“Shoulder pads.”  

-Mrs. Greco, High School 
Guidance Counselor

“White tank tops, Sperrys.”

-Adam Crosby & Marcos 
Colón, 10th grade Band and 

Strings

“Ripped pants.”  

-Jasmine Parrott, 7th grade 
Visual Arts

“Boot cut jeans.”

-Caitlin Shelor, 11th grade 
Creative Writing  

“High wasted acid wash 
mom jeans.” 

-Ms. Orchard, High 
School History Teacher 

“Chubbies.”

-Miles Kendrick, 9th 
grade Theatre

What is your 
least favorite 

fashion trend?
by River Abedon and 

Lou Collins
Photos by River Abedon and Lou Collins
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